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a new instituti,,n, In la

June 1971 the college was authorized by the Minnesota Legislature, alp, rove.;

by th-o Governor, and established by the Minnesota State College Board,

which appointed the president in late June. Between one 1971 and FebrJary

1972 A small group of college officers and faculty developed the plans and

prc,cedures for what Sidney Marland, U. S. Commissioner of Education, recent'.
}.

termed "one of the most flexible and potentially useful of ail the -,che:ie

for alternative educational enterprises that have surfai.ed in the ref',rm

debate." Since February of this year, the college has been

approximately 50 new students per month. Beginning in August, we will

increase our enrollment by o5 to 75 students per month. At the end of our

first full academic-fiscal year, on June 30, 1)73, we 1..1 11 havL an enrolit

of a1 proximately 1,000 students.

MNSC has many characteristics which di!,tingui.:h Crum other coilL...;e,

and universities in the United States. In this paper, I a; tempt to

these characteristics and identify sonic of tbe problems asso.-11t,d with them.

A paper prepared for the 21st Annual Southern Regional Educational

Board Legislative pork Conference July 21, 1972, New Orleans, Louisiana.
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In addition, I have sot forth re:Lions t.11;ch ad tho .0. a.: Thsoci :

the college to heliee that the colle4e is m-del worth :o

Atates.

hefore iresenting these Jescriotive ho'wever, let .:c.

audience wit) a minimum statement of the logisla:Iv

th:. institution. then Dr. G. Theodore Mitnu bevame

Minnesota State College System in iO('S, he urged tho 1:Cald

to include in its 1969 legislative program A request Cor thL

of a seventh state college to be located in the seven coun.:y Mirliwar.0::

St. Paul metropolitan area. This aroa includes approximately one-:,,ilf of

the total population of the state of Minnesota. The Chancellor ift2i:Ar..C,

that the new college should be an experimental in3titution. H,2 rycommende,]

that it be an upper-level college, providing the last two year:: of four-

year bachelor's degree programs and on master's dcgref provram..:.

way the college t.ould complement the six state-supported jlinior

in the metropolitan area. In addition to thvst. six junior coi'L-.;es,

metropolitan area also includes the major branch cf. the ;hliversity of

Minnesota, a branch which enrolls approximately :;5,000 students. nic

metropolitan area also includes several private, liberal arts ctile.,: and

ualvers;_ties.

The 19b9 Legislature referred the proposal for the establi-..h.:1...lit of

the college to the Higher Education Coordinating Commission for .,tudy anL!

evaluation. At that .ime the Commission conisted of ei!;iiteon member.; d:!.!

was served by an executive director and several dozen other staff memb:..r.

Hight of the members were citizens, one from each congressional district.

The other ten represented the state's five systems of post-secondary

education: two presidents representing the private colleges and oniVerSitiY:i;



the president of the University of Minnesota and a mcmhei. of the

Board of Regents; the Chancellor of the State College Systi.m and .1 :,lei:.hLr

of the State College Board; the Chancellor of the State .'unior Lu! it

Syste7; and a member of that Svs,tem's Board; and Cnc Co:.r:.i.,s:oner of

Education, who is responsible for the State's Xocational-T:!vhnical Sj.-1

that are assoiated with local school district,, and a m:2mbey. of Oh. '--;tate

Board of Education.

Between the cad of the legislative session in the summer ot 19u..) And

the beginning of the legislative session in January 1971, the Lonmisloh

and its staff examined a number of issue:: reforred to it by the LegislirL,

including the question of whether or Hot a seventh state college should L,.

established in the metropolitan area. As ca;: readily be imagihed, with the

large number of "system" representatives on the Commission, these issues

were not examined dispassionately. There w:is intensis,e lobl,ying and

rolling by these representatives. Ultimately the Co recommen.kd

that the Legislature fund the seventh state college. (Subsenuently tae

ten system representatives were replaced on the Commission h.,. five citi:.ens

at-large.)

Meanuhile, in part as the result of the urging of ChaiLellor

the Citizens League, a local citizen:: organization whiJi hal.

made recommendations on a number o major issues effecting the Ictrop..!

area, reviewed the issues serrounding the possibility of the e!;tabli.ihment

of a seventh state college. The League has been quite effective in advancin.;

ideas which it supported. It issued a favorable report about the prc.,;)osed

college in March 1971 -- the midpoint of the 1971 regular legislative

session. The Chancellor and the Board also organized a Citizens Advisory

Committee to promote support for the college during the legislative session.

They had also rallied about a dozen key legislators to the college.
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Legislation authori ing the establishment of the new colle:;e

considered by the Senate Higher Education Com:i,:t!ee, the House Higher

Education Committee, the Senate Finance Committee, and the House

Appropriations Committee. The Senate Higher Education CommitteL

favorably on the legislation, referring it to the Senate Fin:lace Lommittee

for inclusion in the Hi gher Education Appropriations Bill. The {rms.;

Higher Education Committee, however, by the narrowest possib!e marvn,

voted to refer the proposal to the House Appropriations Committee withaw

re:ommendation. When the Higher Education a!Troprietion bill :%ero

reported by the two committees to their respective houses, neither

appropriations bill carried any reference to an appropriation for tn

establishment of the seventh state college. And when the two bills were

passed by the respective houses, no amendment referring to the college

was added. Nonetheless, the conference committee apnointed to reconcile

differences between the two appropriation hills did add a rider in the

last days of the legislative session which appropriated to the State

College Board $300,000 for planning and operating what was referred to

as a "state college center" in the metropolitan area. This $300,00:)

was the total amount provided by the state for carrying on both finiction_i.

planning and operating a new college. The addition G this rider to r.ilc

Higher Education Appropriation Act caused considerable controversy 'n tne

House, particularly among younger representatives who saw it as an exampie

of the "old politic" even though they were not opposed to the collei,,2.

The Senate on the other hand approved the idea without dissent.

Because the regular session of the Legislature adjourned without

enacting a revenue bill, the Governor hesitated to sigh the Appropriations bilis.



1o,.e specifically, after he 11:1,1 decided to ,i.n 311 tne the

priations bills, no indicated that he might not sign tnc hi,"1,er -W1o3H,.

arisropriations bill. At almost the last possiOle moment, hmevcr,

after an intensive effort by Chancellor litau and mcmhers of the F.:Ate

College Board, the Governor did sign the 16ghcr edacati )n

hill in early June 1971. Thus :linnesota Mel.ropolitan Coliegi

authorized.

As noted, the State College Board in late June, appointed as 'Ilk:

founding president o1 the college an individual who bac! ser,ed a;

Chancellor for Academic Affairs in the State College Syste. Ia tha.

tion, he had been involved in the early planning for the college.

In appropriating only $300,000 to plan and operate the college,

Legislature made it clear that it expected the new college to functif:n

without a central campus in the traditional sense of the term. Both

the Chancellor and the Citizens League report had made the ,oint that the

new college could and should utilize existing under- and tin -utilized

facilities and resources throughout the seven-county metropolitan area.

This became one of the earliest salient characteristics of the college.

The second major characteristic of the college which eine rw:L: I 1%,1:1

its legislative history was the mandate to plan and operate the cf-)1.l.

virtually simultaneously. As we reflected on this charge, it seemed tu

us that the Legislature, picking up an idea advanced by the Chancellor and

the Citizens League, was suggest ins; that planning and opera':.ing were

mutually reinforcing activities. 1 am sure most of in; are familiar with

colleges and universities which have had long "lead times" for plannin',.,

prior to operation. In sonic instances, well developed plans have been



hadly mangled when they encountered the realities of operat;on. la

slightly more than one year that we have attemp:ed to carry on planniho,

and operations for MMSC, we have indeed discovered that planninr and

yerating caa be mutually reinforcing.

Those of us associated with the institi. ion would endorsi. ,w1,7-,)..1.

It has meant that M.'ISC has about it an aura or tangibility often mi

from ether, "more-planned" institutions. In order for this approach to

succeed, however, we are also convinced that the individuals involved

must be prepared and willing to accept major modifications in their behavior

and vocabulary throughout the early phases of the institution's Clinctie:IIng.

It planning and operation are to be mutually reinforcing, operations may

be modified quickly by changes in plans. Frequently such changes involvf.

changes in behavior and changes in language. Individuals who are Linc:;mfi.r

able ;pith rapid turnover simply can not function in an institution which

plans and operates simultaneously.

It is also clear to us that in the short run attempting to plan and

operate simultaneously involves less than the most efficient and

effective use of fiscal and other resources. This is not to ::ay that money

is wasted. It simply means that even wise and responsible officials will

make some mistakes. Not every expenditure of effort and fund, will produce

a maximum return. This happens even in institutions in which plannin

precedes operating, but particularly in small matters it is ::icA at to

happen in an institution which is planned and operated almost ;Imultane:A1-;iy.

The most obvious advantage of planning and operating the institution

simultaneously is the fact that MSC was able to accept its first stndents

in less than eight months after the president was appointed. Con3L.quently

we have begun to serve the population we were authorized to serve much



faFt-or than most collogos and universities. We arc already ,:10etinv,

significant educational needs in the Twin Citie:, :tropoliton arc:.

has been an almost inmaliate return to citi:ens in the form of service,

offered for tax dollars collected.

7



Given

Finances

Given the size of the legislative appropriation for NSC, a major

expendi ture of time and effort on the part of the col lege officers has

been devoted to securing additional funds from other sources. We early

projected that we would enroll 500-1,000 students during the 1971-73

fiscal -academic years. We have estimated that this would take between

1.2 and 1.3 million dollars. We est imated that we would generate tuition

income in addition to the legislative appropriation total ing approximately

$250,000. The appropriation and tuition income total approximately

5500,000, leaving a balance of $700,000 to $S00,000 wh i eh the col lege

needed and which col lege officers had to raise from pub i c and

IT'01.1ree.ti.

Ini t 1 al 1 y we hoped to .4 ocure "planning" funds fro:: such Milil\:(

We quick ly di seovere,7?
, however, that 111 order to secure t

we would have to develop more specific plans. It a cias-4i,.

egg lemma . Without additional funds we could not secure a..nli.

persor.nol to help us plan. Without plans 1%0 could not s,ectie

funds to secure add 1 t ion 11personnel to make .1,1,1;tie.la 1 p 1.1as .

1%as resolve,'. by t!le President and ice President :2,,ene rat :ng the is.it

~eta i led plan, Praspe..!tias 11, which has served :is

document and guile to our initial ore nut ions.

The college almost immediately received a woot of

from a prominent. local foundation, the Ili 1l rami i,,n . 1.,ho rr :

after Cle President was anon:ted he and the Chancel!Gr visite(.!

RiAardson , -`Mary of the Department of Health, 1:diL-at
, ar.d ":

Sidney Marland, United States Commissioner of Fdli,.:at Toil, let
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keen interest in the col lee and indicated that they .'old d- ev

they could to make available resources from tay uffice of Edueatiu;,. ;hei r

effort resulted in two grants totalint! approximately $1S0,000,

the most significant breakthrough came when the Carn4ie Cortoatien

us $213,500 in early December 1971. Not only did thi:,

needed "unrestricted" money, but it also served to notify the aca.lymic

community and our constituencies in Minnesota, that thy collLy,e', initial

plans and staff were proceding on an acceptable course. Sub;cquently

another local foundation, the Bush Foundation,made available si:4n,oue to

the college. Various other state and federal agencies have made avaii:J)1:.,

other amounts of money. We have also been helped by staff whom we

acquired through federal Emergency Employment Act funds.

In our first fiscal-academic year we estimated that we spent approxi-

mately $370,000. We finished the year on June 30 with a small balance.

Earlier this month we submitted an operating budget to the State College

Board which shows that we will expend something over $900,000 during the

current fiscal-academic year and will finish the year with a solid

balance.

We have also developed the first draft of a proposed budget for the

1973-73 biennium. Although that proposal is still subject to ma;or

modifications as we become more knowledgeable about our institution,

currently estimate that we will request a total of 6.3 million dollars in

appropriations and tuition income for the 1973-1975 biennium. With this

amount of money, we will move our total enrollment from 1,000 full-time

equivalent students to 3,400 full -time equivalent students by the end of

our second biennium,. We will be serving these students at a cost per

student of $1,467 during the 1973-74 fiscal-academic year and a total cost
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of S1,386 during the 1974-75 fiscal-academic year, for an average dorin,;

the bienniwn of $1,127 per student.

It is important to note, incidently, that the colleg( operates at

full strength throughout the year. Thus the per year co:rs cited

are per 12-month-year not per 9-month -year. These per Year, per student

expenditures compare with per student expenditure:, of 1,560 in the

cost state college and $1,592 in the highest cost state college in the

Ainnesota State College System. It is important, too, to note that we

are projecting per student cost for the 1973-74 and 197-75 academic-

fiscal years. The figures for the other colleges refer to the 1970-71

fi! cadmic years, the last years for which such figurer. are available.

Without question, the per student cost in the other state colleges will

be significantly higher than the figures quoted when comparisons are iaade

for the same years. In short, doing education the way MSC is doing it

can and should represent a significant savings to the taxpayer. Needless

to say, this fact has not necessarily made our way of doing education

popular with or acceptable to our colleagues in other institutions of

higher education. But if the Carnegie Commission is correct in pointing

out that education has received more than its share of the gross national

product, then all of us had best be looking for ways in which costs c-In

be significantly reduced. A.ISC is an upper-level institution. That i.

we are providing the equivalent of the junior and senior years of a coi:ven-

tional bachelor's degree program. Institutions of higher education usually

contend that the last two years of undergraduate work arc more expensive

than the first two years. The comparison which 1 have made between costs

at AMSC and costs at the other institutions are comparisons in which the

the other institutions include all four years.



Physical Facilities

I have already noted that the Legislature intended that MSC would

not have a central campus in the conventional souse of the term. It can

be Accurately stated that the college uses the entire lw i a Cities rieitrol

area as its campus. The only permanent space whici we occui:: is a coordinu:-

ing center located in downtown St. Paul on the second floor above a

Nalgreen Drugstore. We have leased approximately 13,0uu square feet for

less than $3 per square foot. All our full-time staff has office space

in this center. We intend to maintain this degree of centralization. tiven

the open, decentralized nature of the institution, which is spread across;

a seven-county area, we feel that this much centralization will contribute

to better communications.

Beyond the coordinating center, however, we use facilities available

and throughout the metropolitan area -- public libraries, museums, churches,

schools, studios, homes, parks, shops, factories, banks, government

buildings, and even the streets. Our campus is wherever there are people

and the possibility of an environment conducive to learoin. Many of the

facilities we use are presently under-utilized. We arc espcially eager

to share facilities with other organizations and institutions. This

concept of sharing and interacting with the metropolitan urea and its

constituent elements is central to our concept of education.

We have found during the past nine months that the lack of a campus

has a number of advantages, not the least of which is that it enables us

to teach students how to utilize the facilities of the cities rather than

become dependent upon specialized facilities created by the college for the

exclusive use of the students. It eliminates expensive duplication of

effort. Since our students art metropolitan residents and citizens, they
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are entitled to use public metropolitan facilities with0ot :0:-. And Thy

state has not had to build expensive educational facilities just for

college student use.

Libraries provide an illustration. The college does not hive A

library of its own. Rather, we tench students how to us: public iibrar

throughout the metropolitan area, as well as special and private libraries

with which the college has negotiated working agreements. The college

developing a formal agreement with a major private library, the staff of.

which will serve as educational resource persons for the college. In

addition, this library will represent the college in discussions with 01.

other Twin Cities area libraries. It will develop special collections

for the use of our students and faculty and will aid the college staff in

exploring the utili:ation of other learning resources, including computers

and the electronic communications media. What we have unearthed, in

other words, is an under-utilized private library seeking a constituen:v

which it can serve. How tragic it would have been for :MSC in these

circumstances to have sought to create another college library.

To the extent that the college has had need of other facilities for

group learning experiences, it has been possible to negotiate agreements

with churches, business organizations, public and private schools, and

community service agencies. These resources cost the college very little.

Churches alone, with their educational plants unused five or six day, a

week represent a vast resource for a college like MMSC. In addition we

have been warmly received by such organizations as the St. Paul Arts

and Science Center, which includes au art museum, science museum, a theatre,

an auditorium, a professional orchestra, and excellent meeting facilities;

the Minneapolis Institute of Art; the Minnesota Museum of Art; St.

Paul Civic Center; and other institutions of higher education.

-r
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It is our conviction that colleges tend to teach students to he

dependent upon the college instead of teachin them how to function as

effective members of the community as a whole. When students leav-

some are mental and emotional cripples, unable to relate to the real or
around them. In part this may account for the excessively long time some

students take to finish their formal education, and their inability to

break away from the campus even after their formal education is completed.

The goal of MMSC, on the other hand, is to offer an education which teache,

students how to make cities work -- not lmic to make colleges work. Urban

life at its best can be the most civilized life for man, but at its 'Aor-t

urban life is debilitating and destructive to man. A factor in the

breakdown of American cities may be the isolation of higher education from

the cities and the failure of higher education to teach students how to

function in the cities. And in part this failure may be the result of thc-

fact that faculties have isolated themselves from the cities on camruscs

remote from the day-to-day problems of those who must make the cities

function. Without a campus, and, as noted below,with the facult drawn

directly from the cities, NIlM provides the students with a n': appreciation

of urban life -- not as it too often is, but as it. can i)ecome. The

function of the college is not to create a college community, but to

support the creation of a total community where all citi:ens can live a

good life.



ilie Students

MMSC designed its educational programs and procedures to meet the

needs of the following students:

*Adults who have dropped out of college but who have the potential

and desire to complete a degree.

*Adults who have acquired the equivalent of the first two years of

college through work or other experiences, including military

services.

*Adults who require collegiate ).evel training to meet their :)ers,nal

or professional goals in coping with the technological demands of

the changing economy.

*Adults who transfer from junior colleges.

*Adults who have completed post-secondary courses in vocational-

technical schools.

*Adults who have unique higher educational needs which have not

been met by other inst itut ions.

The college is particularly interested in serving those individuals

who chose, or were compelled by circumstances, to forego a college er.:ucation

at the time of their leaving high school. We believe such persons should

have an opportunity to earn a bachelor's degree later in life in an

institution designed specifically to meet their needs and accommodate to

their life situation, which typically includes either holding

jobs or having responsibility for maintaining homes and raising children

or both.

In 1970, the seven-county metropolitan area had a total population of

1.9 million. Of this number, approximately 960,000 were over 25. Of those

over 25, approximately 820,000 did not have college degrees. Of the number
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who did not have a college degree, over 130,000 had some work toward a

college degree.

MSC is predicated on the assumption that a substantial proportion

of these individuals -- persons over 25 without college degrees

personally profit from a college education and also on the assumption

society as a whole, and the metropolitan area in particular, will henel'it

significantly from their obtaining that additional education, whether such

education culminates in a degree or not. Stated negatively, we reject

the propositions that only those who are recer high school graduates

between the ages of 18 and deserve an opportunity for a college

education and that all colleges must be designed and conducted in a way :o

accommodate only the needs of such students. It is appropriate, we

be to increase higher education options so that adults may take this

step later in life. These adults often profit most from higher education.

They have hod the opportunity to mature their views and gain a sense of

direction. Certainly the experience with returning veterans as students

points out the desirability of persons having the opportunity to obtain

higher education after having experienced reality outside educational

institutions. They are better students and tend to use educational

opportunities more efficiently and effectively.

MISC is also committed to meeting the special needs of those women

whose education has been interrupted by marriage and children. These

women have been too long neglected by colleges which have assumed that

their education was a waste of the institution's time and resources. The

college seeks to serve the economically poor who are unable to afford

a college education. It seeks to serve them not simply by making he

education affordable -- many institutions attempt to do this. It also

seeks to make education available in a form and in an environment which

the poor do not find hostile. It is generally recognized that colleges
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and universities are middle-class institutions in which the poor -- both

the working and unemployed poor -- arc neither comfortable nor successful.

The educational failure of such persons, it ha: been demonstrated re-

peatedly -- has nothing to do with intellectpal capacity. It has much to

do with the traditional college's lack or empathetic awarenes of the

needs of students from backfyroun,k outside the mainstream of higher

education.

The college also serves those holding jobs with ceilings above which

they can not rise because of educatiopl deficiency. It is serving those

who st-arted their career with non-acaqemic, on-the-job training or

vocational education, and wL now desire to, enrich their lives or 1.1)e,r

work with collegiate educatio::. The college is also serving those

whose previous education has not adequpt,ely prepared them to cope witi,

the changing job market in which they find themselves -- i.e., those in

occupations in danger of becoming obsollete.

Because of the availability of lower division educational oprertnni-

tics in the six metropolitan area junior colleges and the .:evral metropol,taL

area vocational-technical schools, MNISCs primarily an hipper-level

institution, providing its undergraduate students with the equivalent

of the last two years of a four-ear bachelor's degree program. ,lost of

those who have entered.the college have had prior yxperionce i la rx.t

secondary education, either in junior colleges or in four-yyar

.\ large r.umber who have sought admissioni however, have not hau lch

education. When appropriate, these appli,:ant!; have been coiin-,eiei

complete the first half of a baccalaureate degree in an in:,tilutie:1 offrinz,

lower division education.
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On the other hand, the college has also responded pn.iitively to

such of those applicants who demonstrate that they have obtained the

equivalent of the first two years of college outside formally accred.ted

institutions in a variety of structured and unstructured settings. For

such individuals the college accommodates and certifies their edik..ati:mal

equivalencies and incorporates them into the degree requirements of the

student The college stands willing to extend this principal to the

possibility of awarding a degree to an individual who has achievca the

equivalent of a bachelor's degree without ever participating in any colleg

program. In short, for purposes of both admissions and graduation students

are assessed to determine skills and knowledge, attitudes and values, and

understanding -- without imposing limitations as to when, where, how, and

from whom such learning has been occasioned.

Because we knew we could accommodate less than 1,000 students, the

college has not yet undertaken any major student recruitment effort.
Lic.

hav, -elied almost exclusively upon newspaper coverage of our opening and

word-of-mouth to inform students about our existence. Since the announce-

ment of the establishment of the college, we have received over 2,300

inquiries relative to admissions. The number et' inquiries averages about

75 per week. Approximately one-half of these people have been provided

admission application forms. To date, over 600 such admission forms have

been returned. We have admitted over 300 students, 60% of whom are men

and 40% of whom arc women. Their average age is 33, with a range from

19 to 69. About 65% of the students work full-time and many others have

full-time commitments to families. Slightly over 10% of the students were

admitted on an equivalency basis, i.e., they did not have two years of

college but had achieved the equivalent of that much education through

a variety of methods.
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Faculty, Officers, and Staff

Currently MMSC employs approximately 35 persons on a full-time basis.

Twenty-five of these individuals are professional academic staff members,

both teachers and administrators. The remaining are support personnel.

Ten of the professional academicians hold an earned doctorate. All are

richly experienced and well-educated. They are familiar with the demand,.;

of non-traditional education.

From the beginning, the college planned that a major portion of its

faculty would consist of persons drawn from the metropolitan community

who have full-time responsibilities unconnected with MMSC. Such persons,

whom we have come to call "community faculty," are individuals who have

lived and worked successfully in non-academic settings throughout the Twin Cities.

Some have advanced academic credentials and teaching experience. Most do

not. They have a demonstrated capacity both to learn and to apply what

they know -- qualities sought by our students.

In building our faculty and staff, we have sought individuals who

have knowledge, experience, insights, values, and a commitment to which

students respond. Conventionalacademic credentials are of limited

importance. We require that faculty members share the assumptions an

which the institution is built, have competency for preparing students

for urban living, and have a commitment and capacity to teach the kind of

students who enroll in the college.

In the interaction between the full-time faculty and the community

faculty, some of the walls which typically surround an institution of

higher education may be lowered if not completely done away with. Students

instead of being exposed exclusively to a faculty whose members have

1,1
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devoted all of their adult years to academic life are exposed to a faculty

largely made up of individuals who currently live and work successfully

in the kinds of settings in which most of the students will be functioning

for the rest of their lives.

The college has not engaged in any specific recruiting program for

community faculty members. As a result of the publicity about the -olitge

in various news media and public speeches by staff members, the college

received responses from people throughout the metropolitan area expresia,'

interest in working with 1SC as community faculty members. During 1.!ic

past twelve months, over 800 persons inquired about community faculty

positions at S,IMSC. ;if this number, over half made formal applicat;o:

This group includes persons from the metropolitan area who are for the

most part already employed. They represent a diversity of occwatioi.,

and backgrounds, ethnic and racial groups, socio-economic lve1.:, .'nil

sexes. Approximately 300 of them are completing or have completed

orientation program developed to provide them with specific inforwti

;)both. the philosophy, operational policies, an,Neducional ;,r;-,gram;

the college. During the orientation program .%.0 prk,vide

:Tportunity to meet with full-time :taff members and students, cl;.;:in.

the role of community faculty, discuss innovative obicatic.nal

which can be utilized in working with our student b,:dy, and prti*Ate in

practice teaching experienccs. They work with a few student, in devel,,rin::

their educational programs under the leadership of a :'ull-time ::acuity

member or provide specific learning experiences to help a few student:.

develop a specific set of competencies.

Community faculty members who complete the established orientate n

program are placed in a pool of faculty resources. Whenever a student

9
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has need for a particular faculty member's services, that faculty member

is employed and paid a salary correlated to that of a full-time faculty

member. Community faculty members arc paid not for time and effort ex-

pended in teaching students but for the competencies which students

actually acquire under their tutelage. Such faculty momber:i do not have

contracts with the college for stated dollar amounts. (in the other hand,

they are full members of the faculty -- not as adjunct professor,. They

participate fully in college decision making. This includes participation

in the evaluation of one another and of the full-time faculty anclarf7Tinis-

trative officers. They also participate fully in setting the curriculum

and in establishing the criteria for the awarding of degrees. In short,

one of the most effective ways which we have provided for community

participation in the college is through service on the community faculty.

The principal officers of the college are the President; the Vice

President and Dean of the College, who is the chief academic officer; the

Secretary, who is the college's chief community relations officer; the

Treasurer, who is the college's chief administrative ..;ervices, budget and

finance officer. Working with the Vice President are four other academic

officers. The Assistant Vice President is the chief academic personnel

officer. He is responsible for recruiting and training all faculty members,

including community faculty members. The Dean of Learning Development is

responsibl for the content of education at MMSC. The Senior Advisor is

responsil for the relationship between the college and its students,

as that relationship is outlined below. And the Director of Admissions

and Orientation is responsible for admitting students to the college and

couaucting the three-week orientation program described below. There are

no traditional academic departments. And the college is not divided into

schools. Rather, as outlined below, the curriculum is highly individualiz!sd

so that conventional academic structure is not needed.
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Roth women and minority groups are heavily represented in the zollege

faculty, administration, and staff. We have consciously solicited applica-

tion from these groups. Of the five academic officers, two are women and

two are black. The Vice President is part Indian. One of the four

principal officers of the college, the Treasurer, is a woman. So is her

principal assistant and the head of one of the divisions reporti;13 to her.

In translating the idea of a community faculty into reality, we have

encountered some, problems. First, a large number of people have come

forward -- more than we can use. In fact, at present we have more

community faculty members than we have students. This has caused some

frustration when community faculty, all of whom are eager to participate

in the college, find that they are not called upon to teach. Second, a

number of those who have come forward are unsuitable. Unfortunately

several of the latter are major elements in the life of the metropolitan

area. We decided early, therefore, not to screen out such applicants but

rather to provide them an orientation program, make their qualifications

or lack thereof known to students, and let students determine which faculty

members they would utilize. Since none of the community faculty members is

paid until he has actually transmitted knowledge (or competence, as we

refer to it) to students, we have no obligation to such faculty Members

beyond making them known to students. Third, in the absence of a central

campus it can be quite difficult to maintain good lines of communication

with community faculty members.

It is our considered judgement, however, that in utilizing the community

faculty we have made a significant breakthrough for the education of our

students. We are exposing them to experienced men and women whose lives

more closely approximate the lives of our students than do conventional

faculty members. At the same time, we are enriching our full-time faculty



by providing them with an opportunity to test their knowledi:e against the

insights of those who must function in a non-educational environment. And

we have greatly enriched the lives of our community faculty members. Many

of them have decided to become students after first approaching the

college to teach. Most especially, we have a large group of well-informed

individuals throughout the metropolitan area who can speak authoritatively

about and on behalf of MMSC and higher education generally.
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Basic Educational Commitments

At MMSC three basic counitments are central to our concept of education.

First, students are admitted to the college and awarded degrees or

certificates on the basis of demonstrated competence and not on the basis

of grades, credit hours, or courses taken. Second, the education offered

is explicitly "pro city" -- i.e., urban-oriented. Third, each student is

principal architect of his own education. Admittedly these commitments

exist in some tension with one another. Jointly they constitute the

essence of our approach to education.

By the term "competence" we mean the combination of skill or knowledge

(both mental and motor skills are included), understanding, and attitudes

or values. It may help to conceptualise this term competence by means of

the game of golf. An individual may have the motor skill to raise a thin

stick with a bulge on the end of it and swing it down accurately to hit

a small white pellet, driving the pellet far and straight down a grassy

field. He has that motor skill. We do not call him a golfer, however,

unless he understands what he is doing and why he is doing it. But even

when he has the skill and understanding, one does not say that he is a

competent golfer unless he has what is called, for lack of a better term

a "golfer's attitude." If he thinks using a thin stick to hit a small

white pellet straight and far down a grassy field is a waste of time, he

is not likely to be a golfer.

We apply this analogy to education. We hold that the point of

participating in formal institutions of education is to acquire knowledge:

and understanding and the values and attitudes which enable and compel one

to use the knowledge and understanding acquired.



We begin by proposing to students that they need competence in fives'

broad areas. The first of those competencies is basic learn in. and

comnliniication. A student should he able to demonstrate skilk, undrst:uuli.
and attitudes relative to learning itself. He should be able to .;!;,)1, that

he understands what it means to learn and that he can utilize the methu,l,

of inquiry, communication skills, and critieal and analytical skill. iie

must have a capacity for identifying issues and recognizing rclationslip,

and a generally positive posture in reference to tne value and satifact1o:1

of learning. lle should be able to read, speak, write, and compute.

The second competency area we call civic involvement. This include,

not only the political, but also the economic, social, religious, cultural,

etc. Most men live in communities. Decisions which are made by these

communities effect these individuals, shape them. We believe that form1

institutions of education should assist individuals in becoming self-

governing. To that end they must teach individuals to participate

effectively in the community, in the making of community decisions of a:1

kinds. This requires skill. It requires understanding. Above ail, it

requires an attitude that holds participation in docison-making to be

worthwhile. One of trio failures of education is that educattrs often have

taught civic skills and understanding, while convincing students (often

implicitly) that it was acceptable to opt out of participating, not using

the skills and understanding which they have been taught.

At the undergraduate level MSC is essentially a liberal art;

college. But we believe that no one should be granted a bachelor's degree

who does not have competence in a vocation, a profession, or a career. It

is essential that citizens have the skills necessary to be useful and

productive persons, not only to insure their economic independence but
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also for reasons of self-esteem and satisfaction. In r,!. major social

system in the 20th century will individuals receive a share of the.

and services produced unless in some way such individuals contribute tc

the production or distribution of those goods and services. ! r. other

words, individuals must be able to function in the economic market place.

Optimally an educated person has the ability for occupational mobility and

the learning skills for changes in an ever- increasi ng instab i ty in 'she

job market. We do not require that students have "col lege-level" vocati.ms.

They may be mechanics or plumbers, as well as teachers, doctrirs, or basine.,smn.

Some students conic to us not yet committed to any vocation. These we

help explore and chooseamong the options. Others have a commitment to

learning "for its own sake." We try to help them to understand that

while it is possible for some few people to function in contemporary

America on the basis of learning for its own sake, most can not. We try

to help them appree.ate the realities of the world as they will find it

and equip them to function in that world. To us this means that they must

be able to obtain and hold a job or function on a self-employed basis.

One of the values of our community faculty is that the members of

that faculty often illustrate in their lives a commitment to pure learning

which has been coupled with a capacity for fitting into the contemporary

economy. For this reason we do not seek community faculty members

exclusively for what they can contribute to the vocational competence of

our students. We also seek community faculty members who have other kinds

of learning to share.

The fourth competency area embraces leisure and recreation. In

addition to being learners and communicators, citizens, and workers, men

and women must "recreate" themselves. Individuals must learn to use
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at least in Imerica an increased amonr .)f

leisure tine. Such competence embraces the ability to ditinfuish

activities which deplete and activities which renew and restore. And i r

is our conviction that it must transcend spectating and in:Iude direct

participation in both physical and mental challenges and chellen.,es tC Inc'

esthetic sensibilities as well. And com:letence in this area

capacity to develop a continual ly-evol ving set of Aills,,inderstn2: hg,

attitudes -- life-long leisure and recreational competencies.

The fifth competency area we refer to :is personal erov:th ac..1 as-4e.,sme7.t,

or maturation. h believe that an educated person is one who

a sense of identity as a person of competence and skill. This sense of

identity includes his relationship with others, his awareness and under-

standing of his environment, and his personal security as a productive and

valued citizen. One who is educated has an appreciation of complexit aAd

a tolerance for ambiguity without resorting to simplistic answer:.

has the capacity to set goals for himself, to modify the ,oals :n light

changed circumstances, to develop strategies for achieving goals, aad

relate to others as human beings.

These five competency areas are not mutually exelusive.
I fact thc:.

are only conceptually distinct. Each overlaps the other, Neither are

they courses of study. They are, rather, educational goals. A person wim

is competent in all five areas is, we believe, genuinely and Him:rally

educated.

The College's commitment to competencybai--ed education is suppleented

by its commitment to the city. It has been said that contemporary ccIlei;es

and universities are fundamentally anti-city. According to this view



academic communities develop values, life styles, attitlides, which reezt

those of society generally. Students are taught to relate positiveli to

academic values and negatively to the values of the larger community,

which today is heavily urbanized. MMSC is pro_city.,1 odncatio:. oF

students focuses on the needs of the city and on giving students an

understanding on how to live and function successfully in large urban

areas.

As noted above, the commitments to competency-based and urban oriented

education exist in some tension with the third fundamental commitment. In

taking the position that the student must he the principal architect of

his education, the College does not treat the competency areas and the urban

commitments as requirements. We ask each student to confront the

competency areas and the urban commitment in a dialog with his advisor, other

faculty members, and other students. If in the course of such confronta-

tion and dialog the student concludes that this concept of education is not

pertinent to his goals and aspirations, then with the active support of

his advisor he works out an educational plan which is pertinent and

meaningful. The College holds that it is the student's education and hi,

life. lie must bear responsibility for that education and have an authority

over it commensurate with his responsibility for it.

In taking this position, we recognize two related facts. First, very

little in the student's prior experience with educational institutions

prepares him for accepting responsibility for his own education. On the

contrary, previous educational experience will likely convince him that it

is someone else's responsibility to tell him what he must do to be "educated."

The College must, therefore, teach most -- if not all -- of the students how

to design and secure their own education.
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Second, a college exists to provide each student with intimate and

meaningful contact with those who know more than he knows about the

things he wants to learn. For this reason the College and particularly its

faculty do not simply accept as valid any and all educational goals and

methods posited by students. The faculty must analyze student educational

goals and methods, pointing out in them that which is fallacious, in-

consistant, meaningless, er contrary either to the student's or society's

best interests. A faculty member performs this function at MMSC,

not by imposing his will upon students, but by providing students witil

desirable alternatives and by treating the making of basic decisions about

educational goals and methods as fundamental components of teaching-

learning relationships between the instructor and students. Thus a

faculty member must use his expertise and experience not to impose

educational goals and methods on a student but to teach educational guai,;

and methods. The College also opposes attempts by students (individually

or collectively) to impose their educational values on other studeniz;.

The question sometimes arises as to whether or not students will tat

advantage of their responsibility for and authority over the r education

to obtain a degree with a minimum of effort and learning. Our experience

with students currently enrolled convinces us that once that they have

come to understand that they, and they alone, are responsible for their on

education and that the educational process is not a game in which the

object is to outwit faculty members and subvert externally imposed retlur.-

ments, they become very serious about their educational objectives and

about acquiring competencies in which they have a genuine interest and

which represent high levels of academic achievement.
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A second factor is also at work. The Colleg..: plays no games with

students. Our objective is to record accurately the competencies with

which the student enters and the degree of competency acquired during tH,

time he is enrolled. This is not done by means of a transcript consisting

of cryptic course titles followed by letter grades. The transcript which

we develop for students is a narrative transcript. It is a comprehensive

description of a student's abilities incorporating evaluations of him hy

all faculty members with whom he has worked and incorporating a compre-

hensive final assessment of him at the hands of a final assessment

committee structured individually for him. It includes the results of all

the assessments of him which occur during his association with College,

including the results of standardized tests, interviews, oral examinations,

papers, etc. In short, we propose to be able to report for each of our

students a complete picture of what he knows, what he can do, what he has

done, what his objectives were in working at MSC, how he achieved those

objectives, and at what level of competence.
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The Educational Format

To implement the educational commitments outlined above, the

College has designed an educational format in which a student undergoes

four phases in completing his education. These are: application and

admission; orientation; educational pact development and implementatimi,

and final assessment. As with the five competency areas, these phases

tend to be conceptually distinguishable and operationally intermini!led.

During the first phase, application and admission, the student

receives written and oral information about the College and its edu:_ational

structure. He submits transcripts and other descriptive material. He

also is interviewed by the admissions staff and begins to work on his

self-assessment in the various competency areas. This procedure helps

him to determine where he is educationally and to assist the College in

moving him into the orientation phase.

Following admission each student is assigned to an orientation group

up to twenty to a group. Each group is led by a faculty member and meets

four hours a week for three weeks. In addition to the group meetings,

the student has at least one hour a week in private conference with his

orientation leader. The tasks to he accomplished during orientation

include: reading and discussing the materials supplied by the College

outlining the nature of the educational process at MMSC and the rationale

behind this process; the further elaboration of the self-assessment of

competencies begun during admission; and the identification of the student's

perceived educational needs.

Upon completion of orientation, each student is assigned to a permanent

faculty advisor. His advisor is his primary contact point with the College,

its programs and resources. The assignment to an advisor opens the educational
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pact development and implementation phase of his relationship with thy.

College. For up to six weeks (on the average) the student meets weekly

with his advisor to organize his educational goals into a coherent plan

of study. This plan is called his educational pact. It includes a

written summary of his already achieved competencies, the educational

goals he is pursuing, the teaching-learning strategies he intends to

employ to achieve these goals, and the assessment techniques and

instruments to be employed by the College to determine that the student

has in fact achieved the goals and implemented the strategies contained

in his pact.

It often happens that students are unable to draft an educational

pact so early in their relationship with the College that they have

not yet settled firmly on educational goals. In these instances, students

can and do undertake various learning activities with faculty members,

the principal aim of which is to assist the student in defining his

goals. It is also very likely that students will modify their educational

goals once they have begun to implement their pacts. The College is open

to pact modification whenever a student initiates it.

Educational pact implementation takes many forms. A wide variety of

learning strategies may be employed. While the College encourages students

to develop methods especially useful for them and appropriate to their

individual goals, the following are suggested as possible approaches:

1. A student may use programmed instruction materials in any of

his areas of interest.

2. A student may study a topic independently, producing previously

agreed-upon evidence, such as a written paper or an oral report,

to the College for evaluation.
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3. A student may participate in a variety of ways in community

events which are interesting or useful to him: i.e., workshops,

exhibits, concerts, lectures, plays, community action programs,

etc.

4. A student may become involved in learning with other students

who share similar interests. He may do this by selecting topics

or groups organized by faculty members or organized by individual

students.

5. To complement and employ his knowledge of the theoretical

framework of a particular area or skill, a student may engage

in a practicum, such as an internship.

The College rejects the position that students can learn only by means

of college-sponsored or faculty-led activities. On the contrary, we

believe that it is vital for students to take advantage of the rich array

of learning opportunities which surround them in the metropolitan area.

The students are encouraged to learn on-the-job, in the home, in the

neighborhood, at play, etc. The College inventories formal and informal

learning opportunities for students, calling the attention of students to

these opportunities through a variety of communciation linkages. The

College position, as noted above, is that it is less important to determinr-

when, where, how, and from whom a student learns, and more impor;:ant to

make it possible for him to learn. We recognize that different people

learn in different ways and encourage students to find out how best they

learn and to concentrate on those techniques which are of greatest assistanct-

to them.



We have no terms, quarters, or semesters. Each learning experience

operates on its own calendar. No student may be required to participate

in any particular learning experience nor indeed may any student be

required to use college-sponsored learning activities at all. In .;csreral.

students implement their educational pacts by negotiating contracts for

units of study with full-time and community faculty members. Each of

these competency unit contracts is a part of the student's strategy fcr

achieving a desired level of competency of the five competency areas.

For those students who do not follow the competency based educational

pattern with which the College first confronts them, the educational pact

development and implementation phase takes whatever form is appropriate

for the individual's own program of study. Upon completion of the contract

an evaluation of work done and progress made is filed by the student and

the appropriate faculty member. The advisor, of course, assists the student

in identifying those learning resources -- college-sponsored or otherwise

and those full-time and community faculty members likely to be of greatest

assistance to him in completing his educational pact. Community faculty

members, as mentioned, are paid for competency contracts satisfactorily

completed and not for time and effort expended.

When the student and his advisor conclude the student has fulfilled

the conditions -- the goals -- contained in the student's educational pact,

the student begins to develop a draft of his narrative transcript, incorporating

his pact, any competency contracts he has completed, and whatever assessment

of him are on record. With this draft he and his advisor make application

for his degree (or for certification, if he is not seeking a degree) to

the Vice President. The Vice President appoints a Final Assessment Committee

)
4.; "...1
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to review the student's draft narrative transcript to determine whether

or not the student has completed the terms of his educational pact. The

committee prepares a final version of the transcript, including its

written assessment of the student. Upon approval of the FAC, the student

eligible for his degree or certificate. If the FAC determines that the

student has not fulfilled the terms of his pact, the student may continue

his relationship with the College until a FAC is satisfied. It is also

possible for a student (or a faculty member) to appeal the decision of

a FAC.

Each student moves through the College at his own pace. Some desire

to complete educational pacts quickly in order to receive a degree which

is useful in their work. Others want to spread out their work over a

longer period of time. The entire educational format is geared to the

needs of the individual. We believe this format demonstr%tes that the

individualization of education is possible without increasing costs.

Furthermore, the format stresses the development of students who arc self-

directed learners, willing and able to continue their education wiLuout

formally affiliating with an educational institution.
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College Governance

In the Minnesota State College System each college is required by the

State College Board Governing Rules to have a constitution which provides

for participation in college governance by all of the components of the

college -- the faculty, the students, the support staff, and administrative

officers. At MMSC we are completing work on what we refer to as our

"interim" constitution -- this constitution is designed to serve the

College until July 1975, by which time we expect to be ready to offrIto

the State College Board for its approval a permanent constitution.

Even as we are experimenting with the organization and content of

education, we are also experimenting with the governance of the institution.

Passing reference was made above to the existence of the College Assembv

as the principal agency for college governance. All individuals associated

with the college -- all faculty members, all students, all administrative

officers, all support staff members, and all members of the College

Association -- are members of the College Assembly, which meets quarterly.

The agenda and rules of order for the Assembly are set by an Assembly

Steering Committee which also includes representatives from each of the

components. Both the Assembly and the Assembly Steering Committee are

chaired by the President of the College.

In addition to the Assembly, the College is presently establishing

three standing committees: educational policies, budget and finance, and

community relations. In addition, we have established a task force on

personnel policies which is to propose criteria for the annual evaluation

of faculty members and administrative officers and recommend agencies to

conduct the annual staff review. Representatives of all components will

serve on all college committees and task forces. As noted, each professional
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staff member will be evaluated annually in accordance with procedures

which involve all components in the evaluation process. Thus full-time

faculty will be scrutinized not just by faculty, but by students, the

community faculty, the support staff, and community representatives.

Moreover, it is not simply faculty who will be so evaluated, but also

administrative officers, including the President.

To understand this governance system, it is important to appreciate

the nature of the College Association. A new college has no alumni

to support it. In addition, we believe it is vital to provide interested

persons in the community with an opportunity to participate in the life

of the College directly. For this reason we have established a College

Association open to all individuals over the age of 18 whu are not

students, faculty members, administrative officers, or support staff

members. In other words, any citizen of the community may juin. By

virtue of his membership in the Association, he is also a member of the

College Assembly. We are actively soliciting membership in the Association

among leading community citizens in all walks of life. We have already

decided that the task force developing personnel policies and the community

relations committee will be chaired by members of the College Association.

The Budget and Finance Committee will have four members of the Association

on it, whereas only one member from each of the other components of the

College will serve. In short, we are committed to a deep involvement of

the community in the life of the College. And, of course, community

involvement is also assured through the participation of individuals

on the community faculty, which also is heavily represented in college

governance agencies.



Meetings of all College committees, councils, administrative agencles,

task forces, etc. are open -- open not only to members of the College

community but open to anyone else who cares to observe. Coll;,e

except confidential personnel records, are also open for inspection by

anyone interested. We have been especially eager to have members of Ole

Legislature become fully informed about the affairs of the Colle,4e, its

educational strategies and programs, and its administrative problems anci

procedures.

We have been especially gratified that a number of legislators :IN7C

become members of the community faculty. Other community faculty ,embers

include those serving on the staffs of legislative committees as well as

individuals serving in the executive branch of state government.
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Conclusions

As noted at the outset of this discussion, those of us associated

with MMSC are enthusiastically optimistic about the College and convinced

that its experience to date is transferable to other settings, particularly

in the United States. Obviously we continue to encounter major obstacles

translating our ideas into reality. Let me conclude by noting some

recommendations we might have to other states considering establishing

such an institution.

While we have been extremely grateful to the State Legislature for

appropriating even $300,000 to make possible MMSC, we would strongly urge

that other states considering the establishment of such a college provide

it with a larger funding base. In our judgment, we would have done a

significantly better job had we received an appropriation of $500,000

for each year of the biennium. We were most fortunate in being able to

attract non-state funds to carry on the enterprise. But we have every

reason to believe a second or third such institution would not be so

fortunate. Foundations and the federal government were interested in MMSC

as an essentially pioneering venture. They would he less interested in

supporting other ventures which could draw upon our experience.

It would be impossible to emphasize too heavily the importance of

the staff in the development of such a new institution. Without the

forceful and constant support of the members of the State College Board

and of its Chancellor, no such enterprise could have survived in the

State of Minnesota. And without an unusual group of men and women willing

to take high risks in their own careers, the College could not have been

created. Individuals committed to tinkering with the existing educational

processes, rather than to fundamental reform, would have done much to

insure our ultimate failure.
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Those involved in creating similar institutions need to recognize

that they have a major task in re-educating various publics to understand

both the need for educational reform and the particular processes and

institutions which are conducting it. Even those who are most likely to

benefit from new educational enterprises are often extremely conservati,Je.

Not infrequently they assume that any institution designed specifically

to serve their needs must have been designed by individuals who desire to

keep them outside the mainstream of American life. Such conservatism

cannot but hamper the development of a new institution.

It is also important to recognize that new institutions cannot function

within the strictures established to controL established institutions.

Whatever may be the necessities for centralized adminsitrative control

in state government, such control cannot but frustrate individuals who have

been charged with making major changes in the way higher education is

organized and conducted. I would urge legislatures which are determined

to establish alternative institutions to find ways to grant such

institutions immunity to regulations and routines designed to control

or hold accountable essentially old institutions. It is not that new

institutions should not be held accountable. They should. But it is

important to recognize that in higher education -- in society generally

any new idea is certain to be subjected to incredibly careful scrutiny.

The constituency supporting reform is a small one. Any mistakes, any

misapplication of funds, made by a "reforming" institution are certain

to be highlighted promptly. Thus there is no great danger involved if a

struggling new enterprise is cut free from some of thQ limitations imposed

on more traditional institutions. Once the enterprise is safely launched,

it will be poss. e to design new systems of accountability or to incorporate

the new institutiu rithin the framework of the old system.
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Those of us responsible for MMSC find our approach to education

exciting and satisfying. We see pitfalls. Implementation and design

are not always compatible. The faculty, officers, and students of

MMSC are conscious -- extremely conscious -- of the difficulties inherent

in our approach to education. But the difficulties of competency

assessment, educational and career advising, and the development of

individual educational pacts with our students must not, we believe,

inhibit the development of an educational process which validate:. formal

education in demonstrable knowledge and skills, understanding, and values

and attitudes, rather than credit hours, grade point averages, tuition,

or even gross annual income.


